AN ALL-DAY BREAKFAST NOOK

With an uplifting scheme of pattern on pattern, New York designer Sara Gilbane devises a lively dining nook that’s perfect for family living. “Families need multifunctional spaces,” says Gilbane, a mother of two. “I wish I had one like this!” Her Gypsette wallpaper for Peter Fasano sets the mood. For a custom touch, she cut a few flowers from it and placed them onto inset panels in the wainscoting.

“Pedestal tables allow you to scoot in and out without knocking your legs.”
— PAIGE TABLE, $6,750. thenewtraditionalists.com

“Woven shades keep the nook feeling laid-back and don’t obstruct too much light.”
— WEAVE NO. 220 IN ABACA. conradshades.com

“Always stick to low vases that won’t block conversation.”
— OVAL VASE IN MALACHITE GREEN, $350. aerin.com

“This tailored floral pattern is a diminutive nod to the wallpaper.”
— ROHET FLORA PILLOW IN MULTI BLUE, $225. mallyskokdesign.com

“The dense color and graphic pattern of these cement tiles hide all spills while laying a modern and animated ground for the space.”
— GOA TILES, $27 FOR 8 SQ. pophamdesign.com

“Bentwood chairs have a feminine yet architectural silhouette, and they wipe down easily.”
— ERA CHAIR, $209. dwr.com

“‘This seafoam leather is touchable but not too precious—everyone can plop down with ease.’
— CALEDONIAN IN AQUA. hollyhunt.com

“‘The all-day breakfast nook is a perfect setting for family living.’”
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